Beyond Utility (Part1)

Andrew Charleson
Senior Lecturer, School of Architecture, Victoria University of Wellington.
This article is the first of two in which Andrew describes several of the timber buildings he studied during his recent
Research and Study Leave in Western Europe. The focus of his trip was to study ‘non-structural’ contributions of
structure to architecture. Each building studied, to some degree, has received architectural recognition by virtue of
being reviewed in an architectural publication. In all cases exposed timber structure is an indispensable and major
architectural component. Two religious and two commercial buildings are discussed initially, while the second article
features four very different educational buildings.

Saint Benedict Chapel
Sumvitg, Switzerland. Designed by P. Zumthor, and completed in 1989.

Figure 1: Saint Benedict Chapel: overall form and main entry
The chapel emerges from, even by New Zealand standards, a very steep slope far above an alpine valley below. The
building is tiny and exquisitely designed. In plan the chapel is shaped like a teardrop or leaf. On the outside, curved
timber shingle clad walls rise to a horizontal glazed and timber louvred band below the shallow roof. Given the
absence of visible support to the roof, and the slenderness of the vertical louvres, the roof ‘hovers’. It appears
disconnected to the enclosing wall below.
Inside the chapel the roof support is revealed; thirty-six regularly spaced square posts set out from the inner ply wall
lining. They connect delicately to the wall, yet separated from it by three rows of steel pins. The simple move of
distancing posts and wall affects the interior profoundly in several ways. As visual markers the posts modulate the wall
surface, increase the shape definition of the interior space and also accentuate the sense of enclosure.
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Figure 2: Chapel interior towards the altar

Figure 3: View towards the rear of the Chapel
Symmetry and visual simplicity are special aspects of the roof structure. The ribbed pattern of rafters recalls that on the
underside of a tree leaf. Whereas conventional roof framing favours a hierarchical solution comprising a longitudinal
spine beam that supports transverse rafters, here all roof ribs are the same depth, and each branches from the central
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spine to bear on a perimeter post. Thin steel plates, welded together to achieve the branching geometry are interspersed
between timber laminates to achieve two-way structural action. This reinforcement is skillfully concealed so as not to
detract from the timber glue-laminated appearance. Further evidence of detailing refinement is seen in the shape of the
spine beam. Not only trapezoidal in section to soften its visual impact, its width tapers in harmony with the building
plan, wide near the front of the chapel and narrow at the rear. These details that reflect building form and aesthetic
sensibility are indiscernible at the first viewing, but are the final touches of design brilliance.

Saint Massimiliano Kolbe Church
Varese, Italy. Designed by J. Dahinden and completed in 1994.

Figure 4: Exterior form of Saint Massimiliano Kolbe Church. Entry on the left
Its white hemispherical form is unexpected given its suburban and northern Italian setting. Short circular reinforced
concrete columns at the interface between surrounding pools of water and curved white cladding panels are the only
clues to interior supporting structure. However, they turn out to be quite misleading. Beyond the front entry gates, all
surfaces facing voids that have been ‘excavated’ to form an outer semi-enclosed gathering and access area are finished
in rough cement plaster. A high wall with the same finish is also exposed inside, behind the altar.
Surprisingly, all interior surfaces of the hemisphere are timber lined and the supporting structure is a fully exposed
triangulated glue-laminated timber dome structure. Both primary triangulating ribs and horizontal members between
them (that are too refined to be called girts!) are stained white to match the lining behind. Their curved profiles follow
exactly the spherical geometry enclosing the main congregational space. The surface texture of the triangulated
members rises to the apex. Here a semi-circular area of roof glazing introduces light to the front of the church above
the altar. Relative to the size of the enclosed volume, and reflecting the structural efficiency inherent in a braced dome,
member sizes are small. They lack any sense of over bearing or dominating the space. In my view, Dahinden has
certainly achieved his aim of the space not being “confining or expressly ‘definitive’, but sheltering, protective and
inspiring trust.”
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Figure 5: Interior of braced dome
Most connections between timber members are concealed, but the architect has chosen to celebrate the joints between
primary members. The detail possesses similar qualities to Fay Jones’ famous Thorncrown Chapel connections. Joints
are open to light, and although in this instance cladding prevents light from passing through, they decorate the interior.
Like a setting of widely spaced jewels, they ornament the interior surface. It is most uncommon for connections that
make sense both structurally and from a perspective of constructibility to become a such a significant contributor to
architecture: even more uncommon given the simplicity of this design. Two steel brackets are connected top and
bottom to each timber rib end by twenty pressed steel dowels through two plates inserted into the timber. Brackets are
then simply bolted together through a short length of steel tube - simple, but effective.

Figure 6: Typical Rib Node Connection
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Office and Warehouse Complex for Tobias Grau KG
Rellingen, Germany. Designed by BRT Architects and completed in 1998.

Figure 7: Tobias Grau KG office building
This elegant elongated tube building provides for entry and warehousing at ground floor and office accommodation
above. The first floor consists of an interior reinforced concrete column and flat slab structure. Repeated curved gluelaminated timber propped portal frames support the roof and exterior cladding or shading. In most areas these portal
members are under aluminum cladding panels, but along sidewalls they occupy the gap between an outer layer of
curved glass slats and an inner enclosing glazing line. In these areas where the portals are exposed, the timber, glass
slat and stainless steel fixing combination works well visually.

Figure 8: Open plan office area
Portal rafters are exposed on the first floor A corrugated and perforated metallic ceiling lining conceals the purlins. It
also sets up an effective contrast with the natural timber structure that results in a clear and satisfying distinction
between lining and structure. The crispness of connection between the two materials accentuates the contrast.
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This contrasting theme continues with the detailing of interior timber props. The architect first enlivens their
contribution to the space by inclining them. Then he spindle shapes them to a slender profile, and finally caps them,
top and bottom with finely machined conical steel shoes. At this point exposed structure is comparable to elegantly
fashioned furniture. Structure is an object of delight. Its sophistication matches that of the light fittings designed and
manufactured by Tobias Grau KG. This building is a good example of how careful design, and in particular, well
detailed structural elements and connections can make such a difference to the ambience of a space.

Figure 9: Spindle shaped struts delineate circulation from office area

Timber Warehouse and Showroom

Hergatz, Germany. Designed by Baumschlager & Eberle. Completed in 1995.

Figure 10: Side and rear elevations of the timber warehouse and showroom
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It is unusual for a company’s building to be considered a successful advertisement. So Holtz Altenreid GmbH, owner
and occupier, is especially pleased with its new premises. It is proud of its ‘ark’, to the extent that a promotional
brochure quotes biblical text describing the conception of the prototypical ark alongside images of the building.

Figure 11: Main entry and showroom windows

Figure 12: Showroom interior
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What is particularly interesting here is that portal frames, generally eschewed by architects, are the main architectural
elements. While a portal frame is a structural engineer’s stock structural system it is surprising how rarely an
architectural publication feature works incorporating it. Perhaps it is perceived as being too utilitarian, too crude for
most architectural applications. Certainly in New Zealand, exposed portal frames are associated with building types
such as school halls and low-cost light commercial and industrial buildings. Usually, neither the building form nor the
structural detailing is noteworthy. So what is it that sets this building apart?
I believe there are two reasons; transformation of the portal, and treatment of fenestration. What we see in this building
is a conventional engineering system transformed into one with intrinsic beauty. Shaping is very influential. Curves
soften its appearance and invite new architectural interpretations of its form. Detailing is crucial. To taper members is
to bestow a lightness and elegance. Unobtrusive connections, such as at eaves joints, avoid discordant notes. Certainly
uniformity of material is also a factor. The same timber for structure and almost all internal (and external) finishes,
unifies these elements into a cohesive unit that is aesthetically pleasing.

Figure 13: Showroom interior

Innovative fenestration occurs on three floors at the office end of the building, and along one side of the showroom
parallel to and adjacent to the main road. Here, portal columns pass through a window display case, and from the
outside are displayed together with other timber products. From inside, the length of column within the window is so
brightly lit by natural light it almost disappears from sight. The far darker column lengths above the window therefore
appear to be discontinuous at window level. Whether or not the designer intended this structural dissolution, its net
effect is to promote the importance of the window as a source of natural light and an opportunity to view into and out of
the building.
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Beyond Utility (Part 2)

Andrew Charleson
Senior Lecturer, School of Architecture, Victoria University of Wellington.
Background
This is the second and final article in which Andrew reviews four more timber buildings studied during his recent
Research and Study Leave in Western Europe to research the ‘non-structural’ contributions of structure to architecture.
Each building, to some degree, has received architectural recognition by virtue of being reviewed in an architectural
publication. In all cases, exposed timber structure is an indispensable and major architectural component. In this
article four very different educational buildings are discussed.
Appendix 1 tabulates buildings Andrew studied where exposed timber makes significant aesthetic contributions.
Buildings are listed in country alphabetical order (country is not mentioned to save space). For further information
about any building contact Andrew (Andrew.charleson@vuw.ac.nz).
Hazel Wood School
Southampton, England. Designed by Hampshire County Architects. Completed 1990.

The primary architectural form of the school building
is a double height central area with a curved roof
housing a gymnasium at the front and two storeys at
the rear. Classrooms and all other primary school
spaces cluster on either side and beyond the central
block. Monoslope roofs slope down from the high
block achieving a domestic scale that relates
comfortably to adjacent houses.
The structural schema can be discerned from outside
the school, especially at the main entrance and along
the side walls facing a car park. The imposing
entrance canopy encapsulates structural elements and
details repeated throughout the building.
Two large circular glue-laminated cantilever columns
that taper sharply to an apex pin joint support complex
two-way timber brackets that in turn support three
curved roof beams. The complexity of the brackets is
reminiscent of traditional Chinese and Japanese eave
bracket sets. However, similarity with ancient
construction techniques ends there, for the bracket
supported beams are definitely of the twentieth
century. Glue-laminated beams are built-up to
achieve similar efficiencies to of castellated steel
beams.

Hazelwood School entrance canopy
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Gymnasium structure
Top and bottom chords are packed apart by glued and bolted shear blocks. This has this enabled a degree of two-way
lattice action where beam chords pass at right angles through and over those of another beam. Another benefit arising
from this unusual approach is that beam voids reduce visual mass and set up an attractive pattern. Structure appears
lighter, especially when placed in front of glazing or a contrasting light coloured ceiling lining. This voided beam
aesthetic extends right throughout the building creating a distinctive and attractive pattern.
Structure also contributes architecturally other than by its innovative detailing. Timber columns not only define main
circulation routes, given the generally open plan classroom areas, but also assist in subdividing spaces and articulating
entry to individual class areas.

Built up glulam members
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Portland Building, University of Portsmouth
Portsmouth, England. Designed by Hampshire County Architects and completed in 1996.
Like Hazel Wood School, the architectural success of the Portland Building is partially due to how exposed timber
structure, and joinery for that matter, contrast with plain white painted surfaces. Careful selection of the timber stain to
accentuate colour without diminishing the natural qualities of timber has been important. However the scale of the
Portland Building, which houses a School of Architecture, is more institutional and less domestic than Hazel Wood
School. Spaces are larger and spans longer, and this necessitates drawing upon different structural solutions such as
composite construction.

Portland Building: external bridge under roof canopy

Timber bridge spanning atrium
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Several bridges, one of which spans the atrium, and the roof
structure, illustrate the approach. Steel rods, configured to resist
shear forces and bending moments resist tension within these
structures. The longest spans in the roof, normal to roof ridges
and valleys, do not lend themselves to conventional horizontal top
chords so a rather unusual but interesting truss form that conforms
to the undulating roof shape is developed. The concept of using
(stainless steel) rods to resist bending moment generated tensions
is consistent with large glazed areas of roof and wall. Timber
member sizes, kept to a uniform and minimum size, promote
transparency and ingress of natural light. Another advantage of
this approach is that the resulting intricacy of the many small
members and their fixings contribute a great deal of visual interest
against a backdrop of surrounding plain surfaces.
Structural concrete walls and slabs provide most vertical and
lateral load bearing. Since, along with most surfaces these are
painted white, the concrete structure tends to lose its identity and
takes on a neutrality against which any exposed timber structural
elements can’t help but be highlighted. The bridges and roof
structure certainly stand out. In the top-floor design studios, the
architects take the deliberate exposure of timber elements and
their visual separation from other elements a step further.
Here, a white sloping ceiling rises well above an exposed beamcolumn framework on a rectilinear grid. Vertical props that rise
up from beams and columns to support roof purlins provide the
physical separation.
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Separation of sloping ceiling from exposed timber framework
Carpentry School
Murau, Austria. Designed by E. Giselbrecht and completed in 1992.
A teacher of building or architecture finds it immensely satisfying to draw students’ attention to some aspect of their
building in order to illustrate a point during a lecture or tutorial. The immediacy and clarity of such an example is not
lost on students either. These thoughts may have played a role in the design of this school at Murau, for the school, and
its timber roof structure in particular, is a living example of timber design and construction. The roof structure that
runs the building length and cantilevers beyond it at each end is definitely the most dominant element of the building.

Carpentry school: dominant roof structure
Although it would have made more structural sense to run roof members in the direction of the shorter span, two deep
trusses that lean together at their tops, span the two end workshops and central materials storage area as continuous
members. Glazing clads the triangular pitched shape that pierces the flat roof on either side, so in this instance structure
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provides the means of introducing natural light. The sheer height of the trusses also greatly increases the spaciousness
of the workshop, and it is fortunate that this openness is not compromised by horizontal runners tying the two bottom
chords together. Chord buckling still needs to be prevented. This is achieved by a triangulated line of bracing angled
away from the trusses up to the flat roof and roof diaphragm.

Spacious and well lit workshop
As well as stabilizing the chords, bracing reduces the span of paired rafters to the extent they can cantilever to the
external wall. However, it is unfortunate that the inclined bracing looks like another spanning leaning truss. With the
hierarchy between primary and secondary structure obscured, load paths are quite difficult to follow. Even though fully
exposed, structural action is not easily comprehended.
Fortunately, structural details are clearer than structural form. Even though some connecting steel plates are inserted
into slits, pressed steel dowels, bolts and other hardware is visible. Students are also able to appreciate the trapezoidal
section of the truss bottom chords. Its shape responds to the two angled structural planes that frame into it. Object
lessons abound.

Typical timber truss connection detail
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Mont-Cenis Academy
Herne, Germany. Jourda & Perraudin Architects. Completion in 1999.

Mont-Cenis Academy: front and side elevation
Built over a disused coalmine site, this tertiary institution consists of a complex of buildings including on-site
accommodation for over two hundred students. The unique feature of the Academy is its full enclosure by a glass
envelope, 176 m long by 72 m wide and 15 m high. A post and beam timber structure set out on a 12 m by 12 m grid
supports the envelope. Even though the column spacing is a respectable 12 m, given the size of the building the fiftysix columns give the impression of a small forest. Continuous glue-laminated timber trusses span transversely over pin
jointed tree trunk internal columns.

Interior space between enclosed buildings
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Fifteen metre high timber truss mullions transfer wind
load to a steel braced roof diaphragm which is
connected to tension-only steel perimeter wall bracing.
The commitment to timber, and in particular, the use of
tree trunks reflects the seriousness with which
ecological issues are treated. Given the former use of
the site, environmental considerations were a very
important part of the design concept.
Structural systems are quite simple; it is their scale of
application that is impressive. The most challenging
aspect of the design appears to have been controlling
thermal gain to ensure the interior microclimate
remains habitable. A combination of mainly high tech
solutions include automatic opening louvers, and large
roof areas (approximately 50%) covered by
photogalvanic cell ‘clouds’, trees, water features and
forced air ventilation. The timber structure also
provides some shading. It is noticeable that no attempt
has been made to reduce the visual mass of the
structure by using composite construction except for
columns supporting the entrance canopy.

Vertical trussed wall mullions along end bay
Appendix 1. Summary of timber buildings studied
Building

Designer

City

Changing
sheds

Lauger/Maul

Attersee

Type of
building
Recreation

Carpentry
school

Giselbrecht

Murau

Education

College
Chapel
Westminster
Lodge

MacCormac

Cambridge

Religious

Cullinan

Hook

Residential

Queens
Building

Hopkins

Cambridge

Education

Downland
Gridshell
Outdoor centre

Cullinan

Chichester

Museum

Hampshire
County

Portsmouth

Education
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Description

Special features

Changing sheds
and other facilities

Turned glulam
columns and
laminated timber
curving in plan
Impressive 3-D
glulam trusses

Single storey
building
incorporating
workshops
Two storeys with
timber roof
Single storey
accommodation
block
Prestressed
structural masonry
Timber gridshell on
lower rc base
Two storey
classroom block

Refined timber roof
detailing
Innovative
construction in
roundwood poles
Very refined
timber composite
construction roof
structure
Form and detailing
of gridshell
Curved roof beams
from straight builtup lengths
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Appendix 1(cont). Summary of timber buildings studied
Building

Designer

City

Portland Bldg

Hampshire
County

Portsmouth

Type of
building
Education

Hazel Wood
School

Hampshire
County

Southampton

Education

European Inst.
of Heath
Eden Project

Grimshaw

Guilford

Education

Grimshaw

St. Austall

Education

Seed house
and forestry
centre
Law Faculty

Samyn

March-enFemenne

Research

Fuksas

Limoges

Education

Building
Industry
School
Warehouse
and showroom
Mont-Cenis
Academy
Wilkahn
factory

Hegger

Hamm

Education

Baumschlager

Hergatz

Commercial

Jourda and
Perraudin
Herzog

Herne

Education

Bad Munder

Industrial

Oldenwalde
gymnasium
Expo canopy

Plus

Heppenheim

Recreation

Glulam arches

Herzog

Hanover

Public

Cantilevering
canopies

Nordic
Embassies
Tobias Grau
office
Toskana pools

Berger and
Parkkinen
BRT

Berlin

Office

Rellingen

Commercial

Ollertz &
Ollertz

Bad Sulza

Recreation

Behnish

Ohringen

Education

Dahinden

Varese

Religious

MVRDV

Amsterdam

Residential

SOM

Lisbon

Arena

Antonio

Barcelona

Recreation

Zumthor

Sumvtg

Religious

Low-rise with
timber roof
Two storey, glulam
portals
Pools enclosed by
timber shells
Gym. and teaching
blocks
Hemispherical
form
Multi-storey rc
timber clad
Enclosed multipurpose arena
Rc with timber roof
over pool
Single storey

Niall Phillips

Newport

Education

Single storey

Niall Phillips

Cardigan

Education

Two storey

Business
school
M. Kolbe
church
Elderly
housing
Atlantic
Pavilion
Swimming
pool
St. Benedict
chapel
Education
centre
Wildlife centre
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Description

Special features

Four storey rc
building with
exposed timber
elements
Single storey
gymnasium and
classrooms
Multi-storey rc

Top floor timber
and other
composite
structures
Overall timber
structure including
a built-up grid roof
Curved glulam roof
and wall structures
Spindle shaped
glulam masts
Arched structure to
achieve rounded
form
Curved ribbed
lecture rooms

Tension membrane
shelter
Single storey dome
Lecture room
insertions within a
rc bldg
Single storey
classrooms and
workshops
Portal frames on
upper storey
Building complex
enclosed
Single storey
multibay

Lamella roof vaults
Elegant curved
portals
Huge enclosing
forest structure
Structural form and
composite
construction
Buttresses to arches
Towers, cantilevers
and lattice grid
roofs
Quality of timber
detailing
Detailing of portals
and props
Ribbed shell forms
and details
Deep continuous
beams
Triangulated dome
Huge cantilever
spans (steel)
Scale and span of
arches
Inverted bow-string
trusses
Roof structure and
detailing
Paired poles and
rafters
Timber detailing
and composite
construction
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